During the last decade, the accuracy of branch predictors was significantly improved by the development of Two-Level Adaptive Branch Predictors. However, although these predictors deliver very high prediction rates, they have several disadvantages. Firstly, the size of the secondlevel Pattern History Table ( PHT) increases exponentially as a function of history register length and therefore becomes very costly if a large amount of branch history is exploited. Secondly, many of the prediction counters in the PHT are never used. Thirdly, predictions are frequently generated from non-initialised counters. Finally, several branches may update the same counter, resulting in interference between branch predictions. In this paper, we quantify the performance of a novel family of multi-stage Two-Level Adaptive Predictors. In each two-level predictor, the PHT is replaced by a Prediction Cache. Unlike a PHT, a Prediction Cache saves only relevant branch prediction information. Furthermore, predictions are never based on uninitialised entries and interference between branches is eliminated. In the case of a Prediction Cache miss in the first stage, our two-stage predictors uses a default two-bit prediction counter stored in a second stage.
INTRODUCTION
The Two-Level Adaptive Branch Prediction mechanism originally proposed by Yeh and Patt in 1991 [Yeh91] was later classified as PAg. PAg uses a separate local history register for each branch, or a Per-address history register, and a single shared global PHT. Each branch prediction is therefore based entirely on the history of the branch being predicted. The local history registers can be integrated into the BTC by adding a history register field to each entry. Since all branches share a single PHT, PAg is also characterised by interference between different branches. Interference can be reduced by providing multiple PHTs. If we retain the Per-Address Branch History Table and provide a separate PHT for each address or a Per-Address PHT, we have the PAp configuration. As in the case of GAp, the size of the PHT array is excessive, and the initial training problem is exacerbated. A separate PHT is therefore usually provided for sets of branches, giving rise to the PAs configuration.
We have emphasised that most branch prediction research is based on TwoLevel Adaptive Branch Predictors. Yet, branch prediction is a specific example of a general Time Series Prediction problem that occurs in many diverse fields of science. It is therefore surprising that there has not been more cross-fertilisation of ideas between different application areas. A notable exception is a paper by Mudge's group [Che96] Figure 1 shows a four-way set-associative Global Cached Correlated Branch Predictor. Each entry in the Prediction Cache consists of a PC tag, a history register tag, a two-bit prediction counter, a valid bit and a LRU (Least Recently Used) field. A four-way set-associative BTC is also provided to furnish the branch target address. Each BTC entry is augmented with a two-bit default prediction counter and consists of a branch target address, a branch address tag, the two-bit prediction counter, a valid bit and a LRU field. The BTC is accessed using the least significant bits of the PC, while the Prediction Cache index is obtained by hashing the PC with the global history register bits. As long as there is a miss in the BTC, the predictor has no previous record of the branch and defaults to predict not taken. Whenever there is a BTC hit a prediction is attempted. If there is also a hit in the Prediction Cache, the corresponding two-bit counter from the Prediction Cache entry is used to generate the prediction. In this case the prediction is based on the past behaviour of the branch with the current history register pattern. If, however, there is a miss in the Prediction Cache, the prediction is based on the default prediction counter held in the BTC and is therefore based on the overall past behaviour of the branch. Once the branch outcome is known, the relevant saturating counters are updated in both the Prediction Cache and the BTC. In the case of misses in either cache, new entries are added using an LRU replacement algorithm. Finally, the global history register is updated. Adding a default prediction counter to each BTC entry has several advantages. Firstly, the default predictor is initialised after only one execution of the branch. In contrast, with a k bit history register, up to 2 k Prediction Cache entries must be initialised for each branch before the two-level predictor is fully trained. Adding a default predictor should therefore significantly reduce the number of initial mispredictions. Secondly, the default predictor minimises the impact of misses in the Prediction Cache.
TWO STAGE CACHED CORRELATED PREDICTION

Global Cached Correlated Predictor
The hashing function to access the Prediction Cache requires careful consideration. Both a BTC and an instruction cache are usually indexed by the least significant bits of the PC. However, this solution is completely unsatisfactory for a Prediction Cache. Consider, for example, a four-way setassociative cache. In the absence of collisions with other branches, each branch is restricted to only four entries. However, if k history register bits are used by the predictor, as many as 2 k cache entries may theoretically be required for each branch. Although most history register patterns will never occur, a PC indexed cache will clearly suffer from excessive collisions, even with modest history register lengths.
A second alternative is to use the history register to index the Prediction
Cache. This solution also has disadvantages. Firstly, if only a small number of history register bits is used, only part of the Prediction Cache will be used.
Secondly, when the number of history register bits exceeds the number of bits in the cache index, sufficient collisions occur to prevent the predictor from reaching its full potential.
We found that the most accurate predictions were obtained when the history register bits were XORed with the PC bits to form the Prediction Cache index. A single XOR followed by truncation was found to be non optimum. Instead, the following hashing algorithm was adopted. First, the PC was concatenated with the history register. Second, the resulting bit pattern was divided into groups that contained the same number of bits as the required index. Finally, all the groups were XORed to generate the Prediction Cache index.
Local Cached Correlated Predictor
The Local Cached Correlated Predictor (Figure 2 ) also replaces the PHT with a Prediction Cache. Since a history register is now required for every
The high performance of the Cached Predictor depends crucially on the provision of the two-stage mechanism. Without the default predictors in the BTC, Prediction Cache misses result in an excessive number of mispredictions. To quantify the contributions of the default prediction counters, we repeated our simulations with the BTC counters removed (Figure 3) . The best misprediction rate achieved rose to 9.12%. Removing the second stage therefore degrades the prediction accuracy by 52%. As a result, the Prediction Cache performance is now only marginally better than a conventional Two-Level Adaptive Predictor and only 12 bits of history register information can be exploited. Even worse, as the history register length is increased beyond twelve bits, the prediction accuracy is degraded catastrophically. 
Local Cached Predictors
Again for comparative purposes, we first simulated conventional PAg, PAs and PAp predictors. Conventional local predictors achieve average misprediction rates of around 7.5%, significantly better than GAg/GAs predictors. The best conventional local performance of 7.35% is achieved with a PAp predictor and a 30-bit history register length (Figure 4 ). Local predictors are therefore able to benefit from longer history registers than their global counterparts. GAp predictions need to be cached, the larger caches deliver superior prediction rates.
However, no significant benefit is derived from increasing the cache size beyond 8K. The best misprediction rate of 6.19% is achieved with a 64K cache and a 28-bit history register. This figure is slightly worse than the best global predictor, but represents a 19% improvement over the best PAg/PAp configuration.
In Figure 5 , we record the impact of removing the default prediction stage from our Global Cached Correlated Predictors. Again, the impact is severe. The best misprediction rate rises to 8.21%, an increase of 33%. This figure is achieved with 12 history register bits and a 32K Prediction Cache. Overall, the performance is now worse than a conventional Two-Level Adaptive Predictor.
We conclude that Local Cached Predictors are ineffective without a default prediction mechanism and are unable to exploit more than around 12 bits of branch history information. 
THREE-STAGE PREDICTOR
The simulation results in the previous section suggest that a Cached Predictor can deliver a higher prediction accuracy than a conventional Two-Level Adaptive Predictor. However, this superiority is crucially dependent on the provision of default prediction counters in the BTC. Default prediction counters improve performance for two reasons. Firstly, each counter is initialised after only a single execution of a branch. In contrast, a branch may have to be executed many times before a useful entry is made in the Prediction Cache. Furthermore, several entries must be initialised for each branch. Secondly, the Prediction
Cache is of finite size and is therefore unable to retain all the relevant branch 
CONCLUSIONS
Our simulations show that a Cached Correlated Branch Predictor is significantly more accurate than a conventional Two-level Adaptive Predictor. In earlier work, we also demonstrated that cached predictors are more cost-effective than conventional predictors [Ega00, Ste00]. Our best global predictor is 54%
better than the best GAs predictor and our best local predictor is 19% better than the best PAg/PAp predictor. We ascribe this higher accuracy to our more disciplined approach. Our predictions are always based on counters that have been trained using at least one previous encounter with the branch being two-level predictor. Finally, a three-stage combined predictor delivered a misprediction rate of 5.42%, the lowest misprediction rate reported in this paper.
